
This General diagram and installation instructions are not intended for any specific 
model, but is presented as a general guideline for Installations!

Before installing, read entire Widespread Faucet Installation Instructions. Observe all local building and safety codes.
For the following installation instructions for your new Widespread Faucet it is assumed that any old fixtures have been removed 
and any repairs or modifications to the water supply have been completed.
Unpack and inspect the product for any shipping damages. If you find damages, do not install. Contact Customer Service.
If you need any assistance or have questions while installing your Widespread Faucet, contact Customer Service.
We recommend consulting a professional if you are unfamiliar with installing bathroom fixtures.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS:TOOLS AND MATERIALS:

Adjustable Wrench
Silicone Sealant
Damp Cloth
INSTALLATION

If your faucet comes with the brass T attached to the faucet body, unthread and remove the T and associated hardware.
Thread the silver mounting washer and rubber sealing gasket on the faucet body.
Apply a bead of silicone sealant to the underside of the spout, or faucet base, and thread through the center mounting hole.Apply a bead of silicone sealant to the underside of the spout, or faucet base, and thread through the center mounting hole.
Thread the mounting hardware and brass T onto the spout pipe and hand-tighten to secure.
Check to make sure the faucet is properly aligned and adjust as needed. When the faucet is in the proper position, finish tightening 
mounting hardware with your adjustable wrench.
Tip: Make sure that the T outlets are aligned at an angle to allow maximum clearance for water connections.
Wipe away any excess sealant around the faucet base using your damp cloth.
Assemble the handles by screwing the lock nuts down to the end of the handle bodies. If handles are assembled move on to step 8.Assemble the handles by screwing the lock nuts down to the end of the handle bodies. If handles are assembled move on to step 8.
Insert the handle bodies up through the mounting holes. Thread the plastic slip washers and rubber sealing gaskets onto the 
handle bodies to secure.
Hand tighten to attach the hot and cold flexible water feed tubes to the handle bodies and brass T. Give a ¼ turn with pliers or 
wrench, but don’t over tighten. (Hot water is always on the left and cold water is always on the right.) Curve tubes as necessary to 
ensure there are no kinks or knots.
Place the handle assemblies on the handle bodies. Make sure that both handles are in the OFF position and tighten the set screw Place the handle assemblies on the handle bodies. Make sure that both handles are in the OFF position and tighten the set screw 
on the top or side of the handle with Allen wrench (provided).
Connect the main water supply to the faucet body.
To install the new pop-up drain, apply a bead of silicone sealant to the underside of the drain flange and place in the mounting 
hole. If there is no pop-up drain, move on to step 16.
Thread the lock nut onto the drain pipe and tighten with your adjustable wrench.
Wipe away any excess sealant around the drain using your damp cloth.
Push the pop-up rod down through the faucet body. Attach the pop-up rod to the pivot rod with the extension rod.Adjust the rods Push the pop-up rod down through the faucet body. Attach the pop-up rod to the pivot rod with the extension rod.Adjust the rods 
so that the drain stopper opens and closes properly.
 Attach the P trap to the drain pipe and wall drain fitting and tighten the lock nuts.
 When your faucet installation is complete, turn on the water supply. Check to make sure that all connections are tight (no water 
should be leaking) and that the hot and cold supplies are working correctly. Turn the water on and allow the water to flow through 
the spout for approximately 60 seconds.
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